Automated Information Capture for All Schools, Universities and Colleges

After working closely with the education sector and seeing the need for a total administration solution, CaptureIT developed **EDUforms** to provide Schools, Universities and Colleges the ability to better manage student information using both paper based and digital forms to collect information. **EDUforms** is used for Teacher & Parent Surveys, Student Enrolments & Attendance, Internal Examinations to name but a few applications.

**EDUforms** add-on modules allow teachers and administration staff to archive and retrieve student records and information, collect data electronically, upload student reference material or post information direct to their web-site.

**EDUforms “The Package”**
The EDUforms package is a total turn-key solution and includes:

- Internal Form Templates
- External Form Templates
- A Scanner (to convert paper to data)
- An Operator Workstation
- Data Processing Software
- Archival and Retrieval Software
- 5 Departmental View Licenses

**EDUforms “What You Can Do”**
EDUforms allows you to:

- Collect data from any paper based or digital (electronic) forms
- Place your information, survey’s and results on the Internet
- Easily administer your schools databases
- Reach your students and parents through our centralised communication platform
- Manage your student enrolments via our secure Student Database Solution
- Manage Student Records Efficiently

**The Total Education Solution in a “BOX”**
EDUforms – “What it Offers?”

- Eliminates Tedious Data Entry
- Management of Student Records
- Previews, Reviews, Reports
- Centralizes Internal Databases
- Frees Up Teachers Time
- Management of Student Profiles for Case Management
- Assists in Outcome Based and Departmental Reporting

EDUforms Data Base Integration

EDUforms integrates with any existing database that is ODBC compliant or can provide absolute information in any other formats ie. CSV to be imported into an existing database.

EDUforms also provides, cross-indexing functionality that allows users to use the view function in EDUforms to retrieve information from multiple databases.

EDUforms “FAQ’s”

How much does it cost?
Each school, university or college has different technology needs. These vary but usually include computer hardware and software. EDUforms is sold as a total turn-key package.

How is EDUforms different from other products?
We know how time-consuming data entry is. With EDUforms you only need to correct data, No more tedious data entry. The administrators make all the data changes and are distributed to up to 8 different databases, the Internet or the schools Intranet.

How long will it take to get up and going?
This depends on each individual school. All that is required is an EDUforms package and a short training session. So, when you're ready, we're ready.

What about our special needs?
EDUforms is very flexible and will take into account any special needs of your school. Our best ideas come from our users. Nine times out of ten, your needs are the same as the majority of EDUforms users.